Sponsorship packages
If you are interested in supporting SST2018 as described, please contact kruno.milicevic@ferit.hr.
International Conference on Smart Systems and
Technologies 2018 (SST 2018)

Bronze Sponsor
3,000 kn + VAT

Silver Sponsor
6,000 kn + VAT

Gold Sponsor
10,000 kn + VAT

+

+

+

Free conference registration fee

1 registration fee

2 registration
fees

3 registration
fees

The logo will be featured on all printed promotional
material of the conference

25% of the largest
format

50% of the
largest format

the largest
format*

The logo will be highlighted in the conference
proceedings

25% of the
proceedings page

50% of the
proceedings
page

The whole
proceedings
page

Possibility of a poster presentation (content can be
defined independently) at the conference venue

-

1 poster

2 posters

Possibility of placing a commercial
"roll-up" at the conference venue

-

1 roll-up

1 roll-up

Possibility of delivering your promotional brochure to
be put in a conference bag given to each participant

-

+

+

Your company will have a promotional and exhibition
counter at the conference venue that you can arrange
as you wish

-

-

+

Emphasizing cooperation in media statements

-

-

+

The logo will be highlighted on the homepage of the
website footer

-

-

+

The logo and link to your website will be permanently
highlighted on the archival web site of the conference

-

-

+

10 - 12 October 2018, Osijek (Hotel Osijek)

The logo and the link to your website will be
highlighted on the conference website (i.e. sponsorship
page) before and after the conference until the
beginning of the next conference

* the size depends on the type and size of promotional materials

There is also a possibility of donating the amount by donor selection, whereby the name of the donor company/institution
will be listed in the conference electronic and printed materials.

